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Great question!  TopKnot DediKations… THAT’S WHAT!  Welcome to “Flutter Buzz,” 
a publication designed to give you the latest news from the company out to capture 
hearts and make them flutter.  Celebrating shades of love through original artwork, 
photography, and poetry from DeLea Kearse, TopKnot offers some of the most 
affordable artwork you’ll find.  So don’t let another special occasion sneak up on you.  
Whether presenting someone with framed artwork or expressing sentiments 
through greeting cards, always be ready with a gift for the one who’s Tops! 

At the beginning of 
the year, I proudly 
announced that I 
would venture into 
the world of gifts 
and novelties, in 
particular, greeting 
cards.  What a relief 
it was to complete 
my first set of cards 
this summer, The 
Eternity Collection.  
Because it was so 
well received, I was 
concerned that it 
couldn’t be Top’d 
and where I might 
go from there.   
Well, I am excited to 
share that I quickly 

overcame those 
worries and finalized 
the designs for my 
second set of cards 
entitled, The Dream 
Collection.  Much like 
Eternity, Dream is 
filled with heartfelt 
expressions of love 
and images that 
convey those surreal 
thoughts that might 
arise during quiet 
times. Whether that 
special loved one 
lives beside you or 
lives inside of you, let 
TopKnot help you 
keep those sweet 
dreams of love alive! 
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“The Eternity Collection by TopKnot 
DediKations... Love it, will cherish it! It is such 
an honor to bear witness to your vision which 
has come to fruition... Congratulations! BTW, 
looks like I'll need a second boxed set that I will 
actually use because I consider this one as a 
collector’s item!” 

~ M. Graham, GA 
 
“I have been buying greeting cards for the 
past 60 years or more and BY FAR your cards 
are the best I've seen or read!!! I hope they will 
be on the market soon!!!”   

~ D. Baldwin, OH 
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While the name suggests 
they’ll be available until the 

end of time, TopKnot’s 
inaugural greeting card set,  

The Eternity Collection, 
 is going fast.   

Get yours while supplies last! 
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